19” Casing

General
Westerstrand time centrals are built around a 19” modular concept where the backbone is closed or open casings for mounting in stand or cabinet. A time central can consist of up to 8 casings.

Different types of modules, batteries and power supplies are available.

There are 20 slots available in the passive backplane, that take care of the internal connection between the modules, which are of plug and play and hot swap type, meaning that the modules can be plugged in or out during operation without any disturbance to the other modules.

The casing is available in 3 versions:
- Open casing for cabinet mount.
- Closed casing for stand or cabinet mount.
- Closed casing for semi flush mount in stand.

The open casing is manufactured by aluminium profiles without handles. The closed casings are manufactured in aluminium with cover plates in grey color and with two handles.

Every module occupies 4-48 width units (TE). In the casings there is room for 84 TE, but max 20 4TE modules.

Technical data
Art. no: 123712-00
Dimensions: Height=133 mm (3HE)
  Width=449 (482)mm
  Deep=185 mm
Weight: 2,0 kg
Front color: Anodized aluminium

Art. no: 123713-00
123714-00
Dimensions: Height =133 mm (3HE)
  Width =449 (484)mm
  Deep =195 mm
Weight: 2,5 kg
Color: RAL 7030 och RAL 7035

Cover plates are available in 3 widths:
4TE Art.no. 123718-04
8TE Art.no. 123718-08
12TE Art.no. 123718-12
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